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Sharp lc-60sq15u manual

Tablet users can view our full site or experience the site about our mobile will. The most complete resolution HD TV is available. THE LCD-60SQ15U, part of the series of Quatravan + Television, presents the highest resolution on full HD TV. Quatravan+ Technology provides higher resolution with 10,000,000 more
subpixels than full HD, to give you more detail, depth, and color. THE LCD-60SQ15U can also play 4K content through HDMI input. In fact, it is just HDTV to accept a 4K signal-and it will pay back at the nearest 4K resolution. (Effective resolution to 3840x2160.) The Quatravan + TV feature is the sharp lying upscaller,
which takes all of your HD content and has a hd screen for it for high resolution, so that it is faster and more shaded. Since Quatravan + TV is built using quatravan technology, you can also experience the added benefit of over a billion colors. A 240 Hz fresh rate and 8,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio give you health-
related explanation during rapid movement scenes. Plus, this TV features the new Smartintaintral 3.0 smart TV platform, which allows you to find less and discover more. Merge into a smart guide cable, satellite and streaming channels-no more to find the switchtv pit or the applications you want to see. Smartantral also
provides you with access to the best applications, from quick access to movies with Netflick® and Vodo® to videos with YouTube®, Pandora® and The Vehj®, facebook® with social, and gaming best. 2 Now, almost everything you can do on TV from your tablet or smartphone. The SmartAntrel 3.0 mobile application
allows you to search and discover new content without your care, and start it with a barrier. 3 channels, change volume, or input and adjust picture settings. Share videos, photos and music. And with The Maracast Screen-Ataxi technology, anything on your smartphone, tablet or laptop can be seen in the stunning high-
definition TV without wired connection. The data available as of January 1 is based on 20th, 2014. 2. Netflick, Hulu, Kanymanavo, YouTube, Pandora, Randiz, and Facebook are registered trademarks. Internet service is required.  There are not all services available in all areas. Some services are required to be
subscribed. 3 separate IR reitter saiter required. • Highest resolution full HD TV • 10M more subpixels standard • 4K content pays than full HD TV; upscales HD content • 3D ready • Smartinternal™ 3.0 cable, satellite, and streaming channel, apps, mobile connectivity • quatravan™ technology: a billion colors more •
8,000,000 • Update rate of dynamic contrast ratio • slim design, super thin bezel • powerful 20W audio; bluetooth audio enabled • Energy Star® QawalafidussmartSmartadecantal 3.0 Antigratiskaballi, Satellite Sound connectivitySIZE20% a55 class (innovation) 1DESIGNSlim design over screen area, silver
Fin60SQ15U60 ClassicSsalad Smart TV (Innovation) Quatravan + TECHNOLOGY10 Million More Shobpaelsthan Complete HD Video Features Audio Features Network/USB/PC Functions Feature Features Remote Control Increasing Options Video Features. The latest air lighting technology with high-level pixel
structure scars can see the difference that bring you breathable HD images. The LED-led Edge Bright Display also allows more light through in bright scenes and closes more light from outside in black scenes for maximum contrast ratio. Quatravan color technology: The fast-owned quatravan technology includes a fourth
yellow subpixel for standard red, green and blue 33, which includes a standard HDTV comparison, for better details and a billion more subpixel than a billion of color. Q + Pixel Distribution Technology: Fast-owned Q+ technology distributes every subpixel in two, resulting in 16,000,000 subpixel on TV, a wonderful
10,000,000 plus full HD, to give you more detail, depth, clarity, and color. Q+ Pixel distribution technology enhances effective resolution to 3840 x 2160 pixels (like ultra HD). Next-Gen HD Resolution: Fast COSLED led LCD TV is the first full HD TV which can also play 4K content through HDMI, ready for its future.
Televisions also use the quick revelation upscaller to define your quality and change high definition content, like resoltoaon to make all your content faster, clear, and more in ultra HD. 240 Hz refresh rate + 8000000:1 Dynamic contrast ratio: A 240 Hz update rate also provides crystal clear images during fast-motion
scenes, while an 8000000:1 dynamic contrast ratio provides deep calls and white white. OCP (Electrical Picture Control): The automatic image control automatically adjusts the screen brightness. The optic picture control (OOC) around the light senses and automatically adjust the becloginess brightness. This decreases
power consumption, while giving you a more comfortable and relaxed picture to watch. The brightness level range of the OOC sensor can be set automatically according to your preferences. Video Pit: The sharp Ledi LCD TV is equipped with both HDMI and component video high-definition video pit, as well as standard
definition comprehensive video pit. The Yledi LCD television displays all input in a local resolution of 1920 x 1080 with an effective resolution of 3840 x 2160, thanks to sharp lying Q+ technology. 4 HDMI (v 1.4) input: Four HDMI (v. 1.4) of television will accept Jack 4K/30fps, 1080p (24/60Hz), 1080p, 720p, 480p and
480p signals. HDMI pit can be used to connect to a Blu-ray/DVD player, satellite/cable box, game console, and a fast compatible smartphone. There may be an HDMI input To connect a PC on this TV. HDMI 1 input also supports the Hadcup 2.2 DRM copy to support the compatibility of safety by future 4K content from
satellite broadcasts (not yet available). Component video input: A component of tv will accept video input 1080p (60Hz), 1080p, 720p, 480p, and 480p signals. Comprehensive Video Pit: Television is installed with two comprehensive video input which only accepts 480i. Note: Led fast CED-LCD TV is installed with an arf
samyakshi input and prepares for ATSC/QM/NTSC in the built-in to watch DTV and available Yanalog TV. Ahdaah compatible: HDMI 4 input is designed for the connection of syncand selected mobile phones and other portable electronic devices. Port 4 using the HDMI cable that is just included with your mobile phone in
your mobile phone in your lightly compatible smartphone TV's HDMI. The move allows you to display full 1080p video and still images on faster TV than your mobile smartphone. THE IR remote of TV can be used to control basic playback functions (such as game/stop, fast forward/past, and menu navigation). According
to your move the device will also charge while attaching the TV to the HDMI 4 port. To search for confirmed devices, go to www.mhlconsortium.org to the computer. CEO os Quatravan 3D Technology: You can use fast-enabled 3D glasses (a-3DG40, sold separately) from 3d-ready Blu-ray player (to watch from such
movies, games, or sporting events) for more than one for 3D-led LCD hdv. The LCD panel of TV offers excellent fast response swell of backlights and high health lighting controls to get 3D photos with very little crosstalk. The specialty of promoting the sharp-led LCD TV feature of employees viewing a picture of 3d
brightness when adding to the screen brightness. You can automatically adjust the TV 3D depth control or manually adjust this feature. The fast Led LCD TV will also change the normal 2D images in 3D photos. View mode: Fast LED led LCD TV presents the following view methods according to the current type of video
signal. Draw: 1.78 suitable to watch: 1 aspect-ratio HD program. When you see: 1 program, continuous mode will still think of black band at the top and bottom of the screen. S. Pull (Smart Pull): Suitable for stretching 4:3 programs to fill screen. Zoom: Suitable for viewing on wide screen screen: 1. Sidebar: Traditional
4:3 programs appropriate to watch in their normal form. Point by point (1080i/p only): Detects the resolution of the image signal and it will be displayed on the screen with the same amount of pixels. Video Mode: Fast CCOL Ledi-LCD TV provides different video methods to improve you to the content you see. You can
select from the following. Auto: Ahsan quality automatically based on the brightness of the room and the photo signal. Standard (Energy For an extremely defined picture in normal light. Movie: To watch movies in low light. Old film: Allows you to enjoy old-time movies, where pictures look like they are presented in real
time. You can also add the right effect. Game: Suitable for game games; you can configure this setting according to game type. PC: Suitable for using led LCD TV as a computer monitor. User: Allows you to customize the settings through each input. You can adjust the following background, contrast, brightness, color,
tint, and taqnata. Dynamic: High contrast for a clear cut picture, useful to watch the game. High-end image settings: The sharp COSLED-led offering the following high-end image settings for enhanced image and enjoyment. Quad Pixel Plus 2: Detailed Dot Control by Samvouthas Akhtarlines. C.M.S. (Color Management
System): Color tone is organized using six color adjusting settings. You can adjust the color (redline and water tin adjust), santrapati (increase or decrease the saturation of colors), and price (increase or decrease brightness). Color temperature: The color of television adjusts the white balance of temperature control TV.
The white balance can be adjustable between the maximum + 30 and a minimum of 30 for each color temperature (R, G, B). Active ratio: Automatically adjust the contrast of the picture according to the view. Gama's adjusting: Adjust the differences of picture tin between bright parts and black parts. The adjusting limit of
the gama can be set to maximum + 2 and at least the black level: adjust the on-screen black level at your preferred level (high or low). Film mode (3:2 put-down): Automatically detects a movie base source (actually encoding at 24 fps), analyzes it, and then happens to have every still film frame for high definition picture
quality. DR: Digital Noise Reduction (DPR) produces a clear video image by reducing noise samples. Monocroom: To watch a video in the monoroom. Audio Features Arc (Audio Return Channel) Event: Audio Return Channel HDMI 1.4 enables TV via a single HDMI cable, to send audio data upstream to your A/V
receipt; Increase user flexibility and eliminate the need for a separate S/PDIF audio connection. This feature allows you to send from TV to receive A/V from audio television se same HDMI cable you are already being used to send audio/video. It eliminated the need for additional cables attached to the TV. Arc TV allows
the tonner, network connection, registered USB device, HDMI pit, or any yanalog connected device to be heard through the HDMI arc input of television via your arc-compatible AV. TV's tonner, network connection, and audio from usb port can move as digital or as 2ch AS PCM. HDMI and Yanalog connected devices will
output 2ch PCM just as. Note: Both And it is important to support arc for this function to make the receipt work properly. When connecting to a/V receipt that is consistent with audio return channel (arc), contact the TV's HDMI 3 input. If a system is connected that is an incompatible audio return channel (ARC), an
additional audio connection is required through digital audio outs (electrical). Audio results: Fast Led LCD television provides a yanalog and digital audio output. Digital audio (e.g. digital/DTS compatible): The upto-the-digital output terminal will output by production (when available) or 2 channel PCM. Digital-based digital-
based output terminal sends an audio signal only by digital when receiving sound through USB ports on a digitalbroadcast channel through digital-tonner, network apps, and Ledi LCD TV. The upto-the-art digital audio output will only produce in 2ch stereo seives from tv-connected sources via HDMI or RCE. Yanalog
Audio: Television features a 3.5 mm (Manajak) audio output to be connected to television to receive a Yanalog 2 channel. You will need a manajak-to-rasia adapter (separately sold) to create a stereo-rcesi connection between television and your sonor speaker or A.F. TV's Yanalog Audio Output Terminals will output 2ch
audio from input by any television. Audio Settings: You can adjust the sound quality of speakers in the television built-in television in your preference with the following audio settings. Wall Mount Audio Setup: This feature of LED TV allows you to select more audio for television even when installing the wall. Surround:
This setting creates a virtual surround sound effect from TV speakers.  Tone Control: You can adjust the boss, treco, and the stereo speakers in the unit's built-in can balance your preference. Haramonax Enhancer Extension: This function improves sound quality by just expanding low frequency or all high, mid, and low
frequency. Application volume: Different sound sources sometimes have the same volume level, such as programs and its commercial intervals. Support voice control reduces this issue from the balance level. Clear the sound: This function emphasizes speech for more clarity against background noise. Audio only: When



listening to music from a music program, you can change your screen and just enjoy the audio. Network/USB/PC Functions Network Connection w/Dual Core Processor: You can install fast Led-LCD TV so that they can access audio/video/image content from your computer, A variety of fast-to-online entertainment
content from the smartinternal online server, and a web browser via your home network and broadband internet provider, using a wired (RJ-45 Ethernet) or wireless connection means quick load time for dual-core processing applications and web browsers. You will spend less time loading applications and websites and
waiting to enjoy more time Entertainment content is fast to offer TV. SmartControl 3.0 Applications: Fast SmartControl 3.0 applications allows you to access a variety of services and content directly online on LCD TV leading faster CEDs through its network connection. SmartIntral 3.0 applications offer instant streaming
and free charge of movies, videos, music and photo album services. You also have access to social network sites, games, and photo albums. Once you've connected to fast TV on your home network and the internet, you can enjoy it using the tv's remote controls and screen menus only. Without all separate PCs. TV
provides the following pre-installed apps. Get access to premium film and TV show content from Film &amp; TV: Netflick, Vodo, Hulu Plus, &amp; Cinema. Music: Pandora &amp; Your Favorite Music and New Music Stream from The Secrets. Social Networks: Social networks interact through sites such as Facebook
&amp; Twitter. Video &amp; Photo Albums: Watch video clips from YouTube, plus view your web albums or friends and family web albums on Flickr &amp; Picasa. Access news &amp; media: Accuwether, AOL, Associated Press (AP), and more online news &amp; media apps. Game: Play pre-installed games on TV.
Pre-installed gaming applications include black jack chess challenge, Chewie Checarus, Dreika's coffin, Drop Dundwiveduq, Music Madness, Sudoko, Texas Hold'em. Note: Although the TV will show a picture like an ultra HD, it will not stream 4K content from its network/internet connection. DLNA verified: This TV is
DLNA verified. Which means that this film can display and play (MPEG2/WMV/Asf/MP4/MOV/AVI), picture (JPEG), and music (MP3/LPCM) content from your DLNA certified network device and DLNA server (such as your Windows 7 or 8PC). Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) is a press industry organization of
consumer electronics, computing industry, and mobile device companies. DLNA provides users with easy sharing of digital media through a wired or wireless network at home. This eliminates the need to copy your image, video, and music files to a separate USB storage device. Maracast Technology: The Maracast is a
screen-axfunction that allows you to send displays wirelessly from your compatible windows 8.1+ or Android 4.2+ device (with support for Maracast) fast TV. This allows you to view practically any content that is running on your compatible Windows or Android device on your TV screen no wireless router or access point
required. Web Browser (w/distribution screen): Fast Smart TV flash in a built-in and HTML5 supported web browser that allows you to search the internet for websites by URL or required words. All websites will be available for download, due to size and content. Sharp Split Screen Function Surfing The Web While You
Watch TV Allows, so you don't have to choose between your favorite show and your favorite site. Your TV Program Program Appears on the left side of the TV, while the web browser appears on the right. Dual USB Port: Dual USB (Type-A) ports video, still pictured, and enable the enjoyment of music files from an
outdoor USB mass storage class device. Your USB mass storage class device should be formatted in fat/FAT32. In addition, the TV will charge usb devices that can be charged via USB (max. 5V/0.5 A). Video viewers: TV supports the following video file types; Dwix, Xvid, MPEG/1/2/4, WMV9, H. 264, and Motion JPEG.
TV allows you to control basic playback functions (play/pause/pause, fast forward/past, previous/previous) playback for secure comparison video files on a compatible USB device. Picture viewer: JPEG still images can be seen in full screen, as more than one poor, or slide show. You can select MP3 music saved on the
same USB device to be paid in the background when displaying a slide show. Music Player: Television will show MP3 songs, songs stored on your USB device screen. You can use the added remote to navigation your song collection. PC input: PC input consists of a Yanalag RGB (D-Sub-15 Pin) jack and stereo 3.5 mm
Manajazac. PC input allows you to connect to a personal computer with D-Sub-15 pin output. When using the RGB (D-Sub-15 Pin) jack, you must use pc audio 3.5 mm input for your audio connection. Any HDMI input can also be used to connect your computer to tv. Fast television supports the following PC resolutions-
VGA (720 x 400/640 x 480), Suja (800 x 600), XGA (1024 x 768), WXGA (136 0 x 768), Saag + (1280 x Yoga), (1024 x 1400), Saag (1050 X 1600), or 1080p (1200 x 1920). Software Updates: The Update Television Software menu allows you to update TV software for performance improvements and additional services.
Software updates can be done through a network connection or through USB. You can also set up TV to automatically check for updates when connected to the Internet. Tested television in the firmwhere version 191U1403041 (as of 5/6/2014). For the latest Firmware/software updates, see the Fast Support website.
Feature Features Smart Guide: Tv's on-screen smart guide allows you to browse and search in cable, satellite, and streaming services; all in one place. No more switcher pit or to start individual applications that appear to be what you want to see. So intelligent, it will also help discover new content by providing
recommendations based on your preferences. Input label + preferred channels: Using the added remote control and on-screen software keyboard, you can enter 10 character custom labels for each input (in addition to TV, network, and USB). TV also channels you 4 favorites in 4 different types Allows to. By pre-setting
the favorite channels, you can choose your favorite channels easy from fast and included remote control. wallpaper When the TV is turned off, Wallpaper Mode allows you to display the museum's conditions on a low light level that already installed photos and images from a USB tombarawi so far, so that your screen
blends beautifully into the décor of your room; All at extremely low power. You can set the length of time (3/6/12/24 hrs) tv wallpaper will be in mode. Closed-up spacing (Yanalog/Digital): Television is equipped with an internal closed caption. This allows you to view conversations, traditions, and voice effects as subtitles
on screen. Digital Closed Caption Service is a new caption service available only on digital TV programs. It is a more flexible system than the original closed caption system, as it allows different types of caption size and font style. V-Chip: V-Chip is an electronic filtering device built into television. This device gives
parents a great degree of control over broadcasts received by their children. It allows parents to select programs that fit children to see while making decisions not appropriate to block. When you move the V-chip feature, it does it automatically. Fast television provides an 8 level ranking system for TV and film
programming saved by a 4-figure password. Sleep Timer: Sleep Timer function allows you to set a time when the TV automatically switches to Use mode. You can set the sleep timer to 30, 60, 90, or 120 minutes. According to Energy Star: Faster CCOL Ledi-LCD TV is more than the requirements of energy star by
including high-end power saving features. Electricity Saving: This function allows you to set up electricity saving levels to reduce power consumption and increase the age of the backomy. The power saving feature can be set to standard, high-end, or shutdown. No signal: If there is no signal for 15 minutes, the power will
automatically turn off. No operation: If there is no operation for 3 hours, the power will automatically stop. Internet OS Benefit Live: CSO os Benefit Live is a unique support feature that allows fast consultants to connect directly to your CSD LCD TV via the Internet. This free service provides you with fast professionals with
the ability to set up TV, signal power and detect the pit, and adjust picture settings. You will also be able to register your TV, see important messaging about upcoming events, and software updates, and also to see updates about fast. Remote Control Multi-Brand Remote w/EDOS Link: Fast CCOL Ledi-LCD TV is
provided with a multibrand IR wireless remote control. In addition to running television, remote speed and other preparations can be programmed to run Blu Ray/DVD players, cable/satellite resiusers, and VCRs. Remote features a dedicated Netflick button for quick access to your Netflick movies and TV shows. The
Favorites app button allows you to store your favorite online applications for faster access. The EDOS link enables easy control of fast air OS Blu Ray disk players and recorders that are connected through HDMI for faster CCL Ledi-LCD TV, using remote control. This provides the following system control. On AutoPower:
While tv is in Use mode, it automatically changes on and pays back the picture from the HDMI source. One Touch Playback: Allows you to run compatible devices that have HDMI attached with a remote control. Audio System Control: You can control the volume of the audio system connected to your HDMI. Note: Up to
three players/recorders and an AV receipt can be connected to this TV. SmartControl 3.0 Mobile Application: SmartIntral 3.0 Mobile Application (iTons &amp; Google Play to (soon to come}) converts your Apple iPad (iOS 6.0+) or Android smartphone/tablet into a network remote control for faster CEO. Now, almost every
function of smart TV can be done from this mobile application on your smartphone or tablet. You can use the application to find and discover new content without your care, and start it on TV in some way. You will also be able to change channels, volume, or input, and can adjust picture settings. You can also share
videos, photos and music on the TV screen from your mobile device. Keyboard &amp; Mouse Sync: The fast air OS Ledi-LCD TV supports both usb and Bluetooth enabled keyboards &amp; running. RS-232C Port: THE RS-232C port of TV can be used to interact with compatible PC and other home theater control
devices. Increasing power stance: TV is sent with a decoration stance unattached; assembly is required using provided hardware. The table does not stand above. Television weighs 61.7 lb with stance. Wall Growing: The TV inserts four theme on the back for use with an optional wall mountain socket. The spacing of the
growing hole is 400mm (h) x 400mm (v). The subject needs to be entered (6mm machine scrow not provided). Television weight 55.1 lb without standing. Note: When the position or tv on a wall is rising (with optional brakes) 2 clearances on every aspect of television and 4 below the television for top/proper vitiation.
Attached AC power bones: TV is equipped with an attached 6' AC power bones. The power-bones is a direct AC plug that sits 1.6875 from the wall. Wall.
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